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1. Choices of Hyperparameters
In this section, we present the experimental results of determining the appropriate hyperparameters for the proposed

CCR-CLIP model. We conduct experiments on the printed artistic character dataset [3] for character zero-shot settings and
the scene character dataset CTW [10] for non-zero-shot settings to choose λ, and on the handwriting dataset of the CTR
benchmark [4] to determine β.
Choice of λ. We use two contrastive losses (LT and LI ) in the training stage of the proposed CCR-CLIP model, and λ is the
hyperparameter that balances these two loss functions. Table 1 shows the experimental results for different values of λ ranging
from 0 to 5. Based on our experimental results, we find that setting λ to 1 achieves the best performance. Furthermore, when
λ is set to 0, which is the ablation study on λ, the performance of the CCR-CLIP model is clearly improved with λ = 1,
validating the effectiveness of LI . Therefore, we set λ to 1 in pre-training experiments.
Choice of β. To prevent overfitting on seen characters, we introduce a regularization item in Ltr. We conduct experiments
on different values of β ranging from 0 to 1 and find that the proposed method achieves the highest performance when β is
set to 0.001 on the CTR benchmark. Specifically, when β is set to 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1, the proposed method achieves
59.54%, 60.30%, 59.53%, 59.07%, and 58.76%, respectively. Therefore, we set β to 0.001 in all experiments on the CTR
benchmark.

λ
m for Character Zero-Shot Setting

CTW
500 1000 1500 2000 2755

0 23.84% 48.13% 65.13% 72.33% 80.48% 83.29%
0.5 24.49% 48.20% 65.23% 73.55% 81.90% 84.86%
1 25.00% 49.89% 65.25% 74.26% 81.51% 85.78%
2 21.90% 48.62% 64.96% 72.60% 81.18% 83.12%
5 21.42% 46.85% 61.71% 71.60% 79.22% 83.06%

Table 1. Choice of λ.

2. Details of CTR Benchmark
The CTR benchmark comprises four distinct types of scenarios, namely, scene, web, document, and handwriting. Since

the samples of these datasets are collected from various publicly available competitions, projects, and papers, some of the
samples may contain non-Chinese characters. Therefore, in this paper, we filtered out such samples as our focus is on Chinese
text recognition. Table 2 provides the statistical results of the four filtered datasets. It is worth noting that each of the four
datasets includes some zero-shot characters, which pose a significant challenge for existing methods.

3. Examples of Adopted Datasets
In this paper, we evaluate the proposed method in Chinese character recognition and Chinese text recognition tasks, where

four datasets (i.e., HWDB1.0-1.1 [7], ICDAR2013 [9], CTW [10], and CTR benchmark [4]) are adopted. Some examples of
these datasets are shown in Figure 1.
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Dataset Training Validation Test Alphabet Size ZS Characters
Scene 369085 45876 46062 5326 103
Web 52103 6585 6454 3843 81

Document 158317 20025 19905 4301 51
Handwriting 34830 8876 11018 5051 227

Table 2. The statistical results of four datasets. “ZS Characters” represents the number of zero-shot characters in the test dataset.

CTW ICDAR2013HWDB1.0-1.1

Scene Web

Document Handwriting
CTR Benchmark 

Figure 1. Examples of the adopted datasets.

4. More Experimental Results
In the Chinese character recognition task, we conduct additional zero-shot experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the

proposed CCR-CLIP model. We follow [3] to construct corresponding datasets for character zero-shot and radical zero-shot
settings. For character zero-shot settings, we collect samples with labels falling in the first m classes as the training set and
the last k classes as the test set. For the handwritten character dataset HWDB, m ranges in {500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2755}
and k is set to 1000; for the scene character dataset CTW, m ranges in {500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3150} and k is set to 500.
For radical zero-shot settings, we first calculate the frequency of each radical in the lexicon. Then the samples of characters
that have one or more radicals appearing less than n times are collected as the test set, otherwise, collected as the training set,
where n ranges in {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} in radical zero-shot settings. It is important to note that even though radicals in the
test set may be few-shot, we still use the term “radical zero-shot setting” in accordance with previous work [3].

The experimental results presented in Table 3 demonstrate that the proposed CCR-CLIP model outperforms the compared
methods by a clear margin in both character zero-shot and radical zero-shot settings. This improvement can be attributed to
the architecture of aligning IDSs and character images, which enables the model to better capture the discriminative features
of characters. Furthermore, the introduction of contrastive loss LI between the input images of the same character helps
the feature extractor to focus on the texture of characters rather than complex backgrounds, resulting in further performance
improvement. Compared with those methods that introduce template character images during training, the proposed CCR-
CLIP model can still achieve the best performance (shown in Table 4).

5. Visualizations of Recognition Results and Failure Cases
In this section, we visualize some recognition results of the proposed method including results of CCR and CTR. Com-

pared with decompose-based methods [3, 8], the proposed CCR-CLIP model is more robust to the characters with scribbled



HWDB m for Character Zero-Shot Setting n for Radical Zero-Shot Setting
500 1000 1500 2000 2755 50 40 30 20 10

DenseRAN [8] 1.70% 8.44% 14.71% 19.51% 30.68% 0.21% 0.29% 0.25% 0.42% 0.69%
HDE [2] 4.90% 12.77% 19.25% 25.13% 33.49% 3.26% 4.29% 6.33% 7.64% 9.33%

Chen et al. [3] 5.60% 13.85% 22.88% 25.73% 37.91% 5.28% 6.87% 9.02% 14.67% 15.83%
Ours 21.79% 42.99% 55.86% 62.99% 72.98% 11.15% 13.85% 16.01% 16.76% 15.96%

CTW m for Character Zero-Shot Setting n for Radical Zero-Shot Setting
500 1000 1500 2000 3150 50 40 30 20 10

DenseRAN [8] 0.15% 0.54% 1.60% 1.95% 5.39% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.04%
HDE [2] 0.82% 2.11% 3.11% 6.96% 7.75% 0.18% 0.27% 0.61% 0.63% 0.90%

Chen et al. [3] 1.54% 2.54% 4.32% 6.82% 8.61% 0.66% 0.75% 0.81% 0.94% 2.25%
Ours 3.55% 7.70% 9.48% 17.15% 24.91% 0.95% 1.77% 2.36% 2.59% 4.21%

Table 3. The experimental results in the character zero-shot settings (left) and radical zero-shot settings (right). m represents that samples
of the first m classes are used for training in the character zero-shot settings; n represents that samples with one or more radicals appearing
less than n time are collected for testing in the radical zero-shot settings. These experiments do not involve additional template character
images during training.

m for Character Zero-Shot Setting (HWDB) m for Character Zero-Shot Setting (CTW)
500 1000 1500 2000 2755 500 1000 1500 2000 3150

DMN [5] 66.33% 79.09% 84.14% 86.79% 88.98% 0.47% 1.20% 0.93% 1.60% 3.12%
CMPL [1] 72.49% 80.57% 84.40% 86.47% 89.29% - - - - -
CCD [6] 90.93% 94.10% 94.58% 95.55% - 58.22% 68.56% 74.45% 77.18% -

Ours 93.80% 94.97% 95.35% 95.71% 95.73% 62.13% 70.16% 75.88% 78.85% 80.03%
Table 4. Comparison with previous methods in the case of using template character images during training.

strokes and complex backgrounds in the non-zero-shot setting, which benefits from the utilization of loss LI between char-
acter images with the same label (shown in Figure 2). Additionally, we evaluate the proposed method on the CTR task and
demonstrate its superior performance in recognizing zero-shot and few-shot Chinese characters, as shown in Figure 3.

As mentioned in the main text, the proposed method includes a pre-processing step where text images are rotated by 90
degrees anticlockwise if they are in a vertical orientation. Visualizations of failure cases shown in Figure 4 demonstrate
that features of the same character in different orientations may cause confusion in the proposed model because it relies on
canonical representation matching.
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Figure 2. Recognition results of CCR.



CRNN: 京熊⼿⼯吐司 
SAR: 京鲜⼿⼯味
ASTER: 京瘦⼿⼯吐司 
SEED: 京联实⼯面司 
MASTER: 京醫⼿⼯吐司 
MORAN: 京践⼿⼯时尚 
TransOCR: 京饃⼿⼯味司
ABINet: 京鲜⼿⼯吐司
Ours: 京饌⼿⼯吐司

GT: 京饌⼿⼯吐司

CRNN: 教待来南西北⼈ 
SAR: 款待东南西北⼈
ASTER: 款待东南西北⼈ 
SEED: 教将所南南北门 
MASTER:软特来南西北⼈ 
MORAN: 数待来南西北⼈ 
TransOCR: 款特来南西北⼈
ABINet: 款待来南西北⼈ 
Ours: 款待東南西北⼈
GT: 款待東南西北⼈

CRNN: 馍果 
SAR: 嗲果
ASTER: 喊果 
SEED: 溪集 
MASTER: 漠果 
MORAN: 嘎来 
TransOCR: 笑果
ABINet: 嘎果 
Ours: 嘆果
GT: 嘆果

CRNN: 瓦绒⼯食 
SAR: 瓦钱煲食
ASTER: 仍耽美食 
SEED: 配钱煨食 
MASTER: 瓦罡三食 
MORAN: 瓦堆王包 
TransOCR: 瓦灌是食
ABINet: 瓦崖是食
Ours: 瓦罐美食
GT: 瓦罐美食

CRNN: 蝇⼦ 
SAR: 螨⼦
ASTER: 喝⼦ 
SEED: 职⼦ 
MASTER: 螺宁 
MORAN: 银⼿ 
TransOCR: 蝇⼦
ABINet: 喝⼦ 
Ours: 蝎⼦
GT: 蝎⼦

CRNN: 精度⾼夹紫⼒⼤ 
SAR: 精度⾼夹紧⼒⼤
ASTER: 精度⾼夹紧⼒⼤ 
SEED: 请度⾼夹紧⼒⼤ 
MASTER: 精度⾼夹久加⼤ 
MORAN: 精度⾼效率天 
TransOCR: 精度⾼夹紫⼒⼤
ABINet: 精度⾼夹紧⼒⼤ 
Ours: 精度⾼夹紧⼒⼤
GT: 精度⾼夹紧⼒⼤

CRNN: 佩⼈凯蒂 
SAR: 阿⼈凯蒂
ASTER: 仍⼈凯帝
SEED: 同⼈外⽔ 
MASTER: 佩⼈凯蒂 
MORAN: 丽⼈纸器 
TransOCR: 俪⼈凯赛
ABINet: 厕⼈凯蒂 
Ours: 俪⼈凯蒂
GT: 俪⼈凯蒂

CRNN: 保溶娜 
SAR: 保洛娜 
ASTER: 保洁那
SEED: 保膏邮 
MASTER: 保洛娜 
MORAN: 保洁韩 
TransOCR: 保洛期
ABINet: 保洛娜 
Ours: 保洛娜
GT: 保洛娜

CRNN: 阿姨级丫饕实在有 
SAR: 阿姨级丫骚实在有 
ASTER: 阿姨及丫具实在有 
SEED: 阿姨级冒骚实在有 
MASTER: 阿姨级门墨实在有 
MORAN: 阿姨级厂翼实在有 
TransOCR: 阿姨级丫婴实在有 
ABINet: 阿姨级丫具实在有 
Ours: 阿姨级丫鬟实在有 
GT: 阿姨级丫鬟实在有 

CRNN: 的俚 
SAR: 的俚 
ASTER: 的便 
SEED: 的促 
MASTER: 的但 
MORAN: 的便 
TransOCR: 的但 
ABINet: 的便 
Ours: 的俚 
GT: 的俚 

CRNN: 顶和撇尖顶相同 
SAR: 顶和撇尖顶相同
ASTER: 顶和赞尖顶相同 
SEED: 顶和横尖顶相同 
MASTER: 顶和搅尖顶相同 
MORAN: 顶和旗尖顶相同 
TransOCR: 顶和赞尖顶相同
ABINet: 顶和撒尖顶相同
Ours: 顶和攒尖顶相同
GT: 顶和攒尖顶相同

CRNN: 月中旬第⼀个 
SAR: 月中甸第⼀个 
ASTER: 月中句第⼀个 
SEED: 月中句第⼀个 
MASTER: 月中句第⼀个 
MORAN: 月中句第⼀个 
TransOCR: 月中甸第⼀个 
ABINet: 月中旬第⼀个 
Ours: 月中旬第⼀个 
GT: 月中旬第⼀个 

CRNN: 刚洗完深出来 
SAR: 刚洗完躁出来 
ASTER: 刚先完澡出来 
SEED: 刚强路全结来 
MASTER: 刚洗定深出来 
MORAN: 时鸣春涧中来 
TransOCR: 刚洗完漂出来 
ABINet: 刚洗完潦出来 
Ours: 刚洗完澡出来 
GT: 刚洗完澡出来 

CRNN: 更多的青春种⼦也变得多余了 
SAR: 要多的青春种⼦也变得多余了 
ASTER: 更多的青春种⼦也变旱多余了 
SEED: 梦多的青春在常地没成多久培 
MASTER: 重多的青春作于也喜得多年 
MORAN: 更自然的青春种⼦也变得多余了 
TransOCR: 更多的青春神⼦也变得多余了 
ABINet: 更多的青春神⼦也变得多余了 
Ours: 更多的青春种⼦也变得多余了 
GT: 更多的青春种⼦也变得多余了 

CRNN: 祝寿思明季 
SAR: 祝奇思明在 
ASTER: 祝寿思明圣 
SEED: 祝在曹抄 
MASTER: 祝者思明志 
MORAN: 初寿思明圣 
TransOCR: 祝春思明秀 
ABINet: 祝春思明季 
Ours: 祝寿思明圣 
GT: 祝寿思明圣 
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Figure 3. Recognition results of CTR. Red characters indicate wrongly predicted results, while bold characters represent zero-shot and
few-shot ones in the training dataset.

也清 厦白马夜市 咀丽⽔ 埧泷

电话 原白马夜市 虹防⽔ 温州
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Figure 4. Visualizations of failure cases.
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